Purrfect Pet Portraits!

I use a number of apps that alter my photos in marvelous ways. My favorite is
MobileMonet, which turns a photo into an easier-to-trace illustration. I can then
outline sections and assign them values (light to dark) and create a useable
pattern.
This project is a fast, fun way to create a simple feline portrait and become familiar
with fused applique, fabric ink and "fur-painting.” Here is the pattern (size up to fit
your paper):

1. Fabric preparation:
o Choose 3 shades of "fur"-colored fabric (light, medium and dark
values) and a small amount of white, and apply fusible web to one
side (preferably MistyFuse).
o To prepare the background, cut a piece of interesting fabric,
batting, and backing, and pre-fuse these layers together into a
sandwich. This is a perfect time to use that wild batik you could not
resist!
2. “Building” the cat:
o

Print this pattern onto 2 sheets of printer-friendly freezer paper. The
sections on our kitty are coded: "light," "medium," and "dark."
Important: place a nonstick applique pressing sheet on your work
surface!

o

Press one sheet of the pattern onto the medium value fabric you have
selected, and cut out the entire cat (tail, too) - this will be the base.
Next, cut into the other sheet of the pattern and separate the "light"
and "dark" areas. Press these to the light and dark fabrics. Cut these
out carefully and (using the first intact sheet as a guide) place them on
top of the first entire-cat piece you cut: light piece in the center, large
dark piece on the right side of his body and small dark piece to shape
his left ear.

o

Almost there! Take the white fabric and trace the pattern parts noted
as "white": the face, paws and tip of the tail. Using a pencil, lightly
trace in the positioning of the eye. Cut these out and place on the
corresponding places on the kitty, and press into place. Next, peel the
feline off of the pressing sheet and position on the background
sandwich - angle a little for maximum head tilt cuteness!

o

Time for a touch of ink...color in the iris area with green, blue, or
whatever eye color you like. (Follow the manufacturer's instructions;
some brands need to dry for 24 hours before applying black ink in the
pupil area in order to keep the lines clear.)

2. Quilting the piece:
o

Beginning with the center of your kitty, stitch lines that correspond
with the direction the fur grows, as I demonstrated. I find it helpful to
begin at the nose and use it as a focal point for a series of radiating
curved lines. For the face, imagine the lines curving around his eyes on
each side.

o

Stitch the sides in almost-vertical fashion.

o

Don’t forget his whiskers! Stitch the eyes if you like, stitching slowly
from the pupil to the edge of the iris then back in a clockwise pattern.

o

After quilting your subject, quilt the background with straight or wavy
lines radiating from the kitty’s body to the edge of your quilt (imagine
the spot between his eyes as the focal point).

Your feline is nearly finished! Trim if necessary and satin-stitch the edge for a clean
finish. Purr...
Tips:
-a re-positionable fusible is helpful if you decide to move a piece slightly
-consider using monofilament in your bobbin (it makes lots of top thread color
changes easier! Part of the fun with this piece is trying out multiple shades of "fur"
colored thread for a realistic look)
-I recommend running 2 white threads through the needle for the whiskers because
it creates a terrific effect without a lot of backtracking ... OR use 12wt thread and
save even more time!

